Introduction
Rankinite (Ca3Si207)is considered to be dimorphous to kilchoanite CCa.(SiO.)(Si301o)], and its lattice dimensions were determined by Moody (1953) , but its crystal structure has not been determined. On the other hand, Roy, Gard, Nicol and Taylor (1960) described the lattice dimensions of kilchoanite, which were refined by Agrell and Gay (1961) . The crystal structure of kilchoanite was determined by Taylor (1971) but the structural relationship between these two di-morphous minerals was not discussed, because of the lack of the data on the structure of rankinite.
In the present paper, the result of the crystal structure determination of rankinite by three dimensional intensity data is given and the structural relationship between rankinite and kilchoanite is also discussed. The specimen used in this investigation was found from Fuka, Bitchu-cho, Okayama Pref., Japan. It occurs as a minor component of gehlenite-spurrite skarns. General descriptions of this mineral were reported by Henmi et al. (1975) .
Experimental
A small crystal having approximately the shape of a sphere (r= 0.1mm) was cautiously obtained under the polarizing microscope. The glass fibres of about 0.02 mm dimensions were used to mount the specimen using colourless nail-enamel as adhesive agent. The oscillation as well as the Weissenberg photographs were taken about a-, b-and c-axis. The lattice constants were derived by Weissenberg methods using the standard material of metal silicon powder (a= =5.4306A) and refined by least-squares calculations (Christ, 1956 The lattice constants obtained agree with the result by the previous author.
The intensity was measured visually by multi-film methods, and
Lorenz and Polarization corrections were made in the usual way. No absorption corrections were made because of the very small size of the specimen. The structure was investigated based on 840 non zero reflections. From the three dimensional intensity data thus obtained, Patterson syntheses were made and the positions of three independent Ca atoms were found in the map. Next, the authors tried to find the positions of silicon atoms according to the (Fa-Fe) Fourier maps with the phases given by Ca atoms. But it was difficult to find these peaks uniquely. Accordingly, the symbolic addition method was partly adopted. The 185 reflections more than E=1.50 were calculated from the 840 non zero reflections using the program Sigma II made by T. Ashida, Osaka University (Ashida, 1973) . Next, the symbolic phases A, Band C were added to the 36 reflections more than E=2.00, and eight possibilities were checked by the program tangent formula made by T. Ashida (Ashida, 1973) . One of the eight sets of signs was found to give R (Karle)=0.24. The E-map based on the set of signs revealed positions of calcium atoms consistent with those from the Patterson syntheses. The positions of Si atoms were then found from the peaks of the E-map and also from (Fa-Fe) Fourier maps with the phases given by Ca atoms. Finally, the positions of oxygen atoms were found by (Fa-Fe) Fourier maps with phases given by Ca and Si atoms.
Then the parameters of all atoms determined by both Patterson and direct methods were refined with diagonal least-squares program (Sakurai, 1971 ) and the residual R was reduced to 19%. Then the block diagonal least-squares program was used to refine the parameters more correctly. After ten cycles of refinement, R=I1.6% was obtained.
The atomic parameters obtained are shown in Table 1 , and interatomic distances and angles calculated from these parameters are also tabulated in Table 2 .
Throughout the investigation, the calculations were carried out by the computer HIT AC 8800/8700 at the University of Tokyo and also NEAC 2200/500 at Okayama University. 
Results and discussion
The schema of the structure thus obtained is shown in Fig. l(a) and (b). Fig. l(a) shows the projection parallel to the b-axis, and This value is larger than Si207 tetrahedra of other silicates. These results are shown in Table 2 . former. According to Roy(1958) , their equilibrium boundary lies on 810°C at 2,000 psi and 825°C at 21,000 psi water pressure. It would be worthwhile to discuss the structural relationship between these two minerals. As for lattice dimensions, there are apparently no clear relationships between them. However, our structure analysis of rankinite has now made it possible to discuss the structural relationships between these two minerals.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the Si207 linked tetrahedra are arranged parallel to the c-axis. The calcium atoms are placed among these linked tetrahedra.
The figure written on each atom shows the height parallel to the projection.
The calcium atoms of rankinite 1-b -I Fig. 2 . The schema of the structure of rankinite parallel to a-axis.
The double circles represent calcium atoms. In order to compare the structure with that of kilchoanite, Si207 groups are drawn as linked tetrahedra.
have seven nearest neighbours of oxygens.
The structure of kilchoanite, based on the results of Taylor (1971) , is shown in Fig. 3 . Kilchoanite contains isolated Si04 tetrahedra and SigOlo triple linked tetrahedra.
There are four kinds of calcium atoms in kilchoanite, and one of them has eight nearest neighbours of oxygen, and the other three are octahedrally coordinated.
In Fig. 3 , if tetrahedra B will be cut off from tetrahedra A, and linked to tetrahedra C, then all the linked tetrahedra are arranged 
